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We demonstrate the electrical rectification and signal averaging of fluctuating signals using a biological nanostructure in
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aqueous solution: a single protein ion channel inserted in the lipid bilayer characteristic of cell membranes. The conversion
of oscillating, zero time‐average potentials into directional currents permits to charge a load capacitor to significant
steady‐state voltages within a few minutes in the case of the Outer membrane porin F (OmpF) protein, a bacterial channel
of Escherichia coli. The experiments and simulations show signal averaging effects at a more fundamental level than the
traditional cell and tissue scales which are characterized by ensembles of many ion channels operating simultaneously. The
results suggest also signal transduction schemes with bio‐electronic interfaces and ionic circuits where soft matter
nanodiodes can be coupled to conventional electronic elements.

1. Introduction
Directional fluxes of energy and information occur in the highly
fluctuating
environment
characteristic
of
biological
nanostructures. This is the case of the ion channels in cell
membranes, the protein aqueous pores which allow the
transmission and processing of noisy electrical signals.1 The
coexistence of net currents and noise is also significant for
developing applications at the nanoscale where fluctuations
are usually regarded as a nuisance, not as an opportunity.
While the correlation between fluctuations and the state of a
system cannot give net currents from equilibrium random
fluctuations, this is not the case of non‐equilibrium external
fluctuations which are uncorrelated to the system state.2
It is of wide interest to demonstrate experimental methods
allowing the conversion of randomly fluctuating external
signals
into
directional
average
responses
using
nanostructures. Previous studies by Siwy3 and us2 have
considered the conversion of zero time‐average electrical
signals into net currents using artificial nanopores. With
respect to our previous work,2 the following significant
differences should be emphasized: i) we study here a biological
nanoscale system: the Outer membrane porin F (OmpF)
protein, a bacterial ion channel of Escherichia coli, instead of
an artificial polymeric conical nanopore; ii) the single protein is
inserted in the lipid bilayer characteristic of cell membranes1,4
and we use different experimental techniques and equipment
because ion channel net currents (pA) are much lower than

nanopore currents (nA); iii) the dimensions of the OmpF
protein are of the order of a few nm in radii and length while
those of the synthetic conical nanopores used in previous
experiments are of the order of ten nm (pore tip), hundreds of
nm (pore base) and ten m (length); iv) we demonstrate that
ion channels can be coupled efficiently with conventional
circuit elements, yielding bio‐electronic schemes that work in a
reproducible and predictable way, which could be exploited in
the design of signal averaging and energy transduction
schemes using nanopore‐based ionic circuits;5‐13 v) the
synthetic nanopores used in our previous experiments2
operate in the range of 1 – 3 V, while the OmpF protein used
here show similar current rectifications in the range of 100 –
150 mV, thus decreasing the noise voltages needed to charge
the capacitor in one order of magnitude; and, finally, vi) we
show that low frequency zero time‐average electromagnetic
fields could produce noticeable accumulative effects in single
ion channels.
Note also that single protein experiments could permit to
quantify the signal averaging of fluctuating fields at a more
fundamental level than the traditional cell and tissue scales,14
which involve ensembles of many ion channels operating
simultaneously. Ion channel selectivity and electric field‐
sensing are crucial to bioelectrical activity.15,16 Oscillating
electrical signals are also observed along the cell cycle17 and in
intercellular
communication.18‐20
The
bioelectrical
characteristics of commercially available protein ion channels
and toxin pore‐formers can be used in bio‐electronic interfaces
and ionic nanodevices;4‐7,17 in particular, asymmetric channels
allow different electrical rectification phenomena.4,21‐23
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2. Experimental method
ds
2.1 Materials
The
e single OmpF porin reconstituted on a p
planar
dip
phytanoylphossphatidylcholin
ne (DPhPC) lipid bilayer (A
Avanti
ueous
Pollar Lipids, Alabaster, AL) se
eparates two 0.1 M KCl aqu
solutions. The reconstitutio
on procedure
e can be ffound
elsewhere.22 Wh
hen pHL = 3 an
nd pHR = 12, where
w
L denotees the
side of protein
n addition, th
he protein channel
c
acts as a
bio
ological nanoffluidic diode because of the positive ( basic)
ressidues on the left side and the negative (acidic)
(
residu
ues on
the
e right side.4 T
The resulting fiixed charge assymmetry alon
ng the
pro
otein channel leads to the observed
o
rectiffying characteeristics
in the
t current (I) – voltage (V) curve. The sy
ymmetrical casse pHL
= pH
p R = 6 gives a quasi‐ohmic behavior.
b
2.2 Electrical meaasurements
The
e case V > 0 corresponds to the electtric potential being
hig
gher at the L sside than at the R side of the
t membranee cell.
The
e current I > 0 corresponds to an electrric flow from the L
solution to the R solution. Vo
oltage and currrent are meaasured
witth an Axopatch 200B amplifier (M
Molecular Deevices,
Sun
nnyvale, CA). Ag|AgCl elecctrodes are ussed in the L aand R
solutions to externally applyy the fluctua
ating potentiaals. A
WW
W5062 Taborr Electronics wave genera
ator was useed to
introduce the ra
andom noise signals (25 MHz
M
bandwith)). The
voltage across the load ca
apacitor is measured
m
witth an
ele
ectrometer (K
Keithley 6514,, input impe
edance > 2000 T,
sam
mpling frequency 50 kHz). The
T electroche
emical cell witth the
lipid bilayer is co
onfined within
n a double lay
yer magnetic shield
(Am
muneal Manufacturing, Philadelphia, PA) to avoid extternal
perrturbations. T
The system formed
f
by the single ch
hannel
inserted in the liipid bilayer ha
as an effective
e capacitance o
of the
ord
der of 100 pF. Occasionally, two channelss instead of on
ne can
be inserted in th
he lipid bilayer, which can be
b readily dettected
by the anomalie
es observed in
n the time tracces for VC(t) d
during
the
e charging pro
ocess. In this ca
ase, the capaccitor charging is still
posssible but the time constantts obtained arre not characteeristic
of the
t single prottein case we wish
w to study here.
h

< 0) while the sym
mmetrical casee (pHL = pHR) gives quasi‐lin
near
I–V curves (Figs. 1c
c and 1d). In thhe asymmetricc case, the Nernst
voltage offset is negligible beecause of the
e relatively high
h
conce
entration of KCl
K (0.1 M) ccompared with the water ions
i
conce
entration.1
The channel ionic current is diictated by the potassium and
chlorride ions in the pore aqueo us solution be
ecause these ions
i
have concentration
ns much higheer than those of hydrogen and
hydro
oxyl ions und
der the condi tions in Figs. 1a and 1c. The
wate
er ions allow th
he biological nnanostructure to show a bipolar
distriibution of fix
xed charges (Fig. 1a) butt do not add a
signifficant contribu
ution to the tootal current.4,22 The asymme
etric
charg
ge distribution
n along the prrotein pore in Fig. 1a gives the
rectiffication charac
cteristics of thhe nanofluidicc diode in Fig. 1b.
The rectification ratio, defineed as the ra
atio of the high
h
conducting regime
e to the low coonducting reg
gime currents and
meassured at the sa
ame absolute value of the voltage,
v
describes
the performance
p
of
o the diode aas a rectifier. In the case of the
asym
mmetric config
guration of Figg. 1b, the recctification ratio is
abou
ut 7 at 150 mV. In the synthetic nan
nopores used
d in
previious experime
ents,2 applied voltages in th
he range 1 – 3 V
were
e needed to ob
btain similar reectification rattios.

Re
esults and d
discussion
Fig. 1a schemattically shows the single io
on channel prrotein
recconstituted on
n a planar lip
pid bilayer wh
hich separatess two
aqu
ueous KCl solu
utions of concentrations cL = cR = 0.1 M
M. The
ele
ectrical charge
e of the bassic and acidicc protein ressidues
distributed alongg the channel axis depends on their ionizzation
state. The prefe
erence of the
e channel for cations or aanions
(ion
nic selectivityy) is dictated
d by the solution pH:21,222 the
possitively charge
ed channel iss selective to anions at lo
ow pH
wh
hereas the neggatively charge
ed channel is selective to caations
at high pH. Not o
only the ion selectivity but also the I–V ccurves
in Fig. 1b are dictated by the pH value
es in the extternal
solutions.4 The asymmetric configuration case (pHL ≠ pHR)
gives nonlinear I–V curves (rectifying beha
aviour, with a high
con
nducting regim
me for V > 0 an
nd a low conducting regimee for V

Fig. 1 (a)
( The porin recon
nstituted on a planaar lipid bilayer separates two aqueou
us KCl
solutio
ons of concentrations cL = cR = 0.1 M, with pHL = 12 and
d pHR = 3. The positively
charged basic residues (in blue) and negattively charged acid
dic residues (in red
d) are
highlighted in the resultin
ng bipolar nanostruucture. (b) The electrical rectification in the
steady‐state IV curve ressults from the asym
mmetric fixed charg
ge distribution alon
ng the
n axis produced by the different pH coonditions in the exxternal solutions. (cc) and
protein
(d) The
e control experimen
nt showing decreaseed electrical rectificcation for the symm
metric
case pH
HL = 6 = pHR.

Fig. 2 (top) showss the experim
mental set‐up for the charg
ging
proce
ess. The electrrochemical ceell that contain
ns the planar lipid
bilayer and the load capacitor oof capacitance C connected
d in
series to the prote
ein channel arre electromagnetically shielded
from external no
oises. Fig. 2 (left) shows the rando
omly
fluctu
uating electric
c potential Vin((t) of zero tim
me‐average (white
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noiise) applied externally. The
T
oscillatin
ng input sign
nal is
cha
aracterized byy the voltage amplitude V0 and the pulse 00.01 s.
The
e pore rectification shown in Fig. 1b givess the output ellectric
currrent Iout(t) in
n Fig. 2 (botto
om). The insttantaneous cu
urrent
Iout(t) shows no time delay with respect to
o Vin(t) becausse the
inp
put potential period is much
m
longer than the ttypical
rela
axation time of the syste
em4,23 (note the small vo
olume
ava
ailable for ion
nic conduction
n within the protein
p
pore o
of Fig.
1a)).
A capacitor
c
volta
age VC(t) is se
et up in Fig. 2 (right) due tto the
non
n‐zero average
e current obta
ained with the
e oscillating siggnal in
which
Fig. 2 (left). Beca
ause this voltag
ge drives a rev
verse current w
opp
poses to the charging proce
ess, the total current decrea ses to
zerro when the ca
apacitor appro
oaches the final voltage VC(∞
∞) for
larg
ge times t→∞
∞.

to diifferent single
e channel res istances for the
t
charging and
disch
harging processes.
To ch
heck further that the capaccitor charging process is due
e to
the single
s
protein rectification, FFig. 3c conside
ers a broad ra
ange
of ca
apacitances, C = 1100 nF. A
As expected the
t charging time
t
incre
eases with the capacitannce. Howeve
er, high eno
ough
capaccitance valuess are requiredd to characteriize accurately the
capaccitor voltage, as shown in Fiig. 3c. Indeed, a balance sho
ould
be reached between the charrging time an
nd the capaccitor
voltage determina
ation. Remarkkably, significa
ant accumulative
effeccts resulting in a high value of VC can be obtained
o
within a
few seconds
s
for the low capacitaance case.
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Fig. 2 Scheme of the charging experimeent (top): a load capacitor
c
of capaciitance C
nected in series to tthe single protein inserted in the lipid bilayer is charged because
conn
of th
he ion channel elecctrical rectification. The fluctuating electric potential Vin(t)) of zero
time
e‐average (left) is externally applied with a signal gene
erator acting as a voltage
sourrce. The resulting output current Iout(t)) through the ion ch
hannel (bottom) haas a non‐
zero
o average value. Thiis signal averaging effect results in the
e net current that ggives the
instaantaneous capacito
or voltage potential difference VC(t) (rig
ght).

Fig. 3a shows the typical time
t
traces measured fo
or the
cap
pacitor voltagge VC(t) durin
ng the charg
ging process for a
cap
pacitance C = 100 nF. The
e curves are parametric i n the
am
mplitude V0 of the input fluctuating pote
ential. For pottential
am
mplitudes in the range of 50–150 mV, the single prrotein
recctification of a
an external oscillating
o
sign
nal gives signiificant
ste
eady‐state capacitor voltages within a few
w minutes.
Fig. 3b shows the discharg
ging process obtained fo r the
am
mplitude V0 = 1
150 mV in Fig. 3a when the external
e
poten
ntial is
switched off. Figg. 1a suggests a pore resista
ance of the ord
der of
1 G.
G
For a loa
ad capacitance
e C = 100 nF, the characteeristic
of 109
tim
me of the electtrical circuit sh
hould then be of the order o
7
×
×10 F = 100 s, which is in
n agreement with the resu
ults of
Figs. 3a and 3b. Note that the
e rectification in Fig. 1b can
n lead
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Fig. 3 (a) Time traces for the
t capacitor voltagge VC(t) during the charging process with
w a
capacittance C = 100 nF in
n Fig. 2. The curvess are parametric in the amplitude V0 of
o the
fluctuaating potential. (b) The discharging prrocess for VC(t) in the case V0 = 150 mV
m in
Fig. 3aa. (c) Time traces for VC(t) during the charging proccess parametric in
n the
capacittances C = 100 nF, 10
1 nF and 1 nF. (d) TThe control experim
ments correspond to
t the
absencce of external signals (Vin(t) = 0) and too the symmetric pH
H case in Fig. 1d forr V0 =
100 mV
V.

Fig. 3d
3 shows two
o control expeeriments corre
esponding to the
absence of extern
nally applied signal (Vin(t) = 0) and to the
symm
metric pH casse of Fig. 1d. The bottom curve in Fig.. 3d
show
ws that the cap
pacitor voltagee is close to 1 mV in absence of
exterrnal oscillating
g signals, whicch is a value significantly
s
lower
than most of the observed pootentials in Fig
g. 3a. This re
esult
demo
onstrates that the chargi ng process results
r
from the
rectiffication of the external fluuctuating sign
nal by the sin
ngle
prote
ein channel an
nd is not influuenced by oth
her noise sourrces
due to the electrrical equipmeent. The top curve in Fig. 3d
emph
hasizes the im
mportance of tthe rectificatio
on shown in Figs.
F
1b and 1d: when the protein eexhibits quasi‐ohmic behavvior,
the charging
c
proce
ess is noticeabbly reduced. As
A to the charg
ging
proce
ess efficiency, it can be estim
mated from th
he energy ratio
o2

1
2

T

e  CVC ()2 /  Iout
o (t )Vin (t )dt
0

(1)

The experimental
e
results of Fig. 3a suggest an
n effective tim
me T
= 3ch
aximum capaccitor voltage, where ch is the
c for the ma

Thiss journal is © Th e Royal Society of
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characteristic charging time. From the recorded experimental
data, the above energy ratio is of the order of 1%.
By assuming that the channel is a potential dependent resistor
connected in series with the capacitor, the charging process
can be simulated. When the circuit is fed with an oscillating
potential of amplitude V0, the charging process is described by
the equation

dVC (t ) / dt  Iout (t ) / C

(2)

We fix a constant time step t for the potential Vin(t) to take
random values distributed between V0 and +V0 and introduce
the initial condition VC(t = 0) = 0. The capacitor voltage is then
updated as VC → VC + I(V)t/C, where I(V) is read from the
measured IV curve in Fig. 1b, to obtain the final maximum
voltage VC(∞). The discharging process can be simulated by
introducing Vin(t) = 0 in the numerical algorithm. The
theoretical simulations of Figs. 4a and 4b are parametric in the
noise amplitude and capacitance. The model results can
describe the observed behavior, giving further support to the
experimental charging process.

bilayer is able to convert zero time‐average signals into
directional currents which allow charging a conventional
electronic element. These results must not be extrapolated to
the single cell case because of the increased complexity
involved in this change of scale and the multitude of ion
channels present in the biological membrane.1
However, the present experimental approach should have
wide interest: the protein ion channels constitute the building
blocks of the cell membrane electrical network and are also
involved in the design of ionic circuits for bio‐electronic
interfaces and nanofluidic sensors. While external amplitudes
of tens of millivolts may be larger than those likely to arise
from most environmental sources, they are typical of the
electrical signals found in the cell cycle16 and intercellular
communication,17 bio‐nanoelectronic interfaces,24 bioinspired
sensing nanochannels,5,6,25 and bio‐electrochemical cells.26
Note also that the artificial nanostructures should be
effectively coupled to conventional electronic elements such
as capacitors to achieve full functionality and short‐time
responses.
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Fig. 4 (a) Time traces for the simulated capacitor voltage VC(t) during the charging
process with C = 100 nF. The curves are parametric in the amplitude V0 of the
oscillating potential. (b) Simulated charging curves for the capacitances in Fig. 3c and V0
= 150 mV.

Fig. 5a (experiment) and Fig. 5b (simulation) show the
frequency response of the capacitor charging curve for the
case of a sinusoidal input voltage. The capacitor voltage
oscillates at low frequencies because of the increased coupling
with the input signal compared with the high frequency case.
The theoretical simulations can approximately describe the
observed results.
frequency response
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Oscillating fields and membrane potentials are of interest to
biophysical processes based on protein ion channels.16‐18 A
protein pore with an asymmetric charge distribution
constitutes a soft matter nanostructure which can mimic the
electrical characteristics of macroscopic solid‐state diodes.27
By rectifying randomly fluctuating signals of amplitudes in the
range of tens of millivolts, this biological pore permits to
charge a commercial capacitor to significant voltages within
minutes. The protein channel is inserted in the lipid bilayer
characteristic of cell membranes and operates in aqueous salt
solutions.1,17 The described experimental approach suggest
new methods to quantify the signal averaging of low frequency
oscillating signals at a more fundamental level than the
traditional cell and tissue scales.14
There are different, commercially available ion channel and
toxin pore‐formers (e.g. gramicidin A and alpha‐hemolysin).
The results show an efficient coupling between these
biological nanostructures and conventional capacitors. This
coupling can be of interest for the design of signal averaging
and energy transduction schemes using bio‐electronic
interfaces and nanopore‐based ionic circuits where
miniaturization leads to novel properties.5‐9 Also, the
significant charging effects observed suggest that noisy zero‐
average signals could produce noticeable accumulative results
in highly rectifying ion channels.
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Fig. 5 (a) The experimental capacitor charging curves for sinusoidal input voltages of
frequencies 0.1, 1, and 10 Hz with C = 10 nF and V0 = 100 mV. (b) The simulation curves.

Taken together, Figs. 2‐5 demonstrate that the electrical
rectification provided by a single ion channel inserted in a lipid
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